Introduction
============

Studies of the processes of development and aging of the normal brain are important to increase knowledge about the physiological bases of brain functioning, and also to help clarify the pathophysiology of neurological and psychiatric disorders. *In vivo* research studies that use modern neuroimaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have shown several changes in the volume of the central nervous system during the life span of healthy living individuals ([@B01]-[@B06]). However, despite the large number of studies in this field, to date there is no consensus about which would be the most relevant neurobiological mechanisms in the process of cerebral aging. While some groups propose that the aging process is mainly characterized by changes in white matter associated with subcortical neuronal loss ([@B07]), others suggest that the effects of aging are primarily and substantially reflected in alterations in the volume of cortical gray matter regions ([@B04],[@B08]). Nevertheless, most researchers worldwide agree that both gray and white matter changes are important in the aging process. Moreover, there is evidence that volumetric alterations of gray matter associated with the process of brain aging occur differently according to the stage of life (childhood, adolescence, adulthood, or elderly life) ([@B08]) and also between females and males ([@B09],[@B10]).

Also, the latest publications point out that alterations in the volume of gray matter associated with aging are not homogenous in all regions of the brain, with volume losses being much more pronounced in specific locations, mainly in neocortical regions. The most affected areas are thought to be the frontal lobe, the neocortex of the temporal lobe and the insula ([@B03],[@B07],[@B11],[@B12]). On the other hand, there have been findings indicative of a relative preservation of the cortical volumes in limbic and paralimbic areas until late stages of life ([@B04]). This is in accordance with the view that phylogenetically older brain areas mature earlier and take longer to undergo volumetric changes in the process of brain aging ([@B13]). However, this may not apply to all limbic brain structures; for instance, there is controversy in regard to the effects of aging on the hippocampus. While some studies show that there are only volume losses of this region in elderly life or related to pathological cerebral aging ([@B01],[@B02]), more recent investigations have shown that there is volume reduction in this area also in young healthy adults, although less marked than in the elderly ([@B05],[@B14]).

Almost all findings cited above have arisen from cross-sectional MRI studies, which investigated patterns of correlation between the chronological age of healthy individuals and the corresponding gray matter volumes. Although informative, such studies provide only a superficial view of the chain of morphological brain alterations associated with aging; these investigations often examine individuals at widely variable ages during the lifespan, and rely on a single MRI data point for each of the subjects investigated.

One question that cannot be answered using these cross-sectional designs is whether there are changes in gray matter volumes in cortical regions within short periods during non-elderly adult life. This is a relevant issue, given that a number of neuropsychiatric conditions that involve anatomical and functional abnormalities of these brain regions have their onset at this stage of life. It is also of great importance to study young adults because it is possible that some of the volumetric brain changes observed in elderly individuals originated in earlier stages of adulthood. A better understanding of this normal phenomenon may help to contextualize the neurodegenerative processes associated with a number of neurological and psychiatric disorders.

The longitudinal design, in which the same individuals are repeatedly investigated with morphometric MRI over time, is potentially informative to clarify the issues cited above. During the past few years, a few longitudinal MRI studies have been published investigating morphometric brain changes over time in healthy individuals ([@B15],[@B16]). Thus, the sensitivity of MRI in detecting changes in cortical morphology during short time intervals now seems to be established. However, as is the case for the cross-sectional literature reviewed cited above, most of these longitudinal MRI studies have emphasized brain changes in elderly life ([@B16],[@B17]). These longitudinal studies have suggested that brain volume losses during short periods of time are more marked in the elderly and are not homogeneous across different brain areas ([@B15],[@B18]-[@B20]). In general, the brain areas showing greater relative volumetric reductions are the frontal and temporal lobes, followed by the hippocampus (which displays increased volume losses in later phases of life) ([@B03],[@B04]). There are no reports of relative increases of regional brain volumes in longitudinal MRI studies of healthy aging ([@B19],[@B21]).

In the present study, we investigated brain volumetric changes over time by repeated morphometric MRI measurements in 52 healthy non-elderly adults aged 18 to 50 years. Images were acquired at two times separated by a mean period of approximately 15 months, and were processed using voxel-by-voxel analysis methods (voxel-based morphometry; VBM). We tested the hypothesis that, in non-elderly adults, there would be a modest degree of relative volume decrease (but still detectable by the VBM technique) of the gray matter during a period of 1 year, detected mainly in the frontal lobe, the neocortex of the temporal lobe and the hippocampus.

Material and Methods
====================

Study sample
------------

Morphometric MRI datasets of a population-based morphometric MRI study of first-episode psychosis, carried out in a circumscribed geographical area of São Paulo, Brazil ([@B22]), were used. In this baseline study, MRI data were acquired in a sample of 122 first-episode psychosis subjects, including 62 patients with schizophrenia or schizophreniform disorder, identified by active surveillance of cases that made contact for the first time with local health services for psychotic symptoms, and were compared with images of 94 age and gender-matched non-psychotic controls recruited from exactly the same geographical areas (next-door neighbors) ([@B23]). From the initial sample of 122 patients and 94 controls who participated in the baseline MRI study, 80 patients and 52 controls were rescanned after a mean time of approximately 1 year.

From the pool of healthy volunteers above, we evaluated the MRI data of 52 healthy subjects aged 18 to 50 years (27 men and 25 women). Exclusion criteria were a) history of head injury with loss of consciousness; b) presence of neurological disorders or any organic disorders that could affect the central nervous system; c) contraindications for MRI scanning; d) personal history of axis I psychiatric disorders, except mild anxiety disorders, as assessed by the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID); e) current diagnosis of substance abuse or dependence diagnosis as investigated with the SCID, the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) ([@B24]) and the South Westminster Questionnaire ([@B25]).

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University Hospital, University of São Paulo, and subjects signed a consent form after being informed about the procedures involved.

Image acquisition and processing
--------------------------------

Imaging data were acquired using either of two identical MRI scanners (1.5 T GE Signa scanner, General Electric, USA) at the University Hospital, University of São Paulo. Exactly the same acquisition protocols were used (a T1-SPGR sequence providing 124 contiguous slices, voxel size = 0.86 × 0.86 × 1.5 mm, TE = 5.2 ms, TR = 21.7 ms, flip angle = 20°, FOV = 22, matrix size = 256 × 192 mm). All images were inspected visually by an experienced radiologist to identify artifacts during image acquisition and the presence of silent gross brain lesions.

The reliability of the MRI data obtained with the two scanners was assessed by intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) calculated based on estimates of regional gray matter, obtained using the spatially normalized volumes of interest within the Automatic Anatomical Labeling (AAL) surface parametric mapping (SPM2) toolbox. Six healthy volunteers were examined twice on the same day using both scanners. We obtained ICC values higher than 0.90 for all cortical regions and medial temporal structures, and values between 0.83 (thalamus) and 0.23 (putamen) in the subcortical nuclei, as previously reported ([@B23],[@B26]).

Imaging data were processed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping package (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Institute of Neurology, UK), executed in Matlab 6.1 version (Mathworks, USA), according to the SPM2 optimized protocol for VBM ([@B03]). This initially involved the creation of a standard template set specifically for the study, consisting of an average T1-weighted image and *a priori* gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid templates, based on the images of all subjects ([@B03],[@B23]). Subsequently, the original images from all subjects were processed, beginning by image segmentation with the study specific, *a priori* gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid templates ([@B03]). Extracted gray matter images were then spatially normalized to the customized gray matter templates with 12-parameter linear and non-linear transformations (7_9\_7 basis functions). The parameters resulting from this spatial normalization step were then reapplied to the original structural images. These fully normalized images were re-sliced using tri-linear interpolation to a voxel size of 2 × 2 × 2 mm and segmented into gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid partitions. Voxel values were modulated by the Jacobian determinants derived from the spatial normalization, thus allowing brain structures that had their volumes reduced after spatial normalization to have their total counts decreased by an amount proportional to the degree of volume shrinkage ([@B03]). Finally, images were smoothed using a 12-mm Gaussian kernel to reduce variations caused by inter-individual differences in the anatomy of the gray and white matter brain compartments.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

First, a comparison of the global gray matter volume between the two times was carried out in order to verify if there were overall volumetric alterations in gray matter volumes over time. Next, using the volume of global gray matter as a confounding covariate, we investigated the presence of regional foci where a greater volumetric reduction than the global loss of the gray matter would have occurred between the two times. Due to the wide inter-subject variability in regard to the interval between the two MRI acquisitions (range = 251-1159 days, mean = 466 ± 160 days, median = 705 days), the number of days between the two acquisitions was also entered in the analysis as a covariate of interest. Also, although we had obtained high ICC values in the inter-scanner reliability assessment, all statistical analyses were repeated including scanner site as a confounding covariate.

For each voxel of gray matter, paired *t*-tests were calculated comparing brain volume measurements between the first and second MRI scans. Such voxel-wise investigation was performed for the overall sample, and subsequently for the male and female subgroups separately. Only voxels with values above an absolute gray matter threshold of 0.05 entered the analyses. Resulting statistics at each voxel were transformed to Z-scores and displayed as SPMs into a standardized space, at an initial threshold of Z \> 3.09 (corresponding to one-tailed P \< 0.001 level of significance, uncorrected for multiple comparisons).

In regions where volumetric changes over time had been predicted *a priori* (frontal lobe, temporal neocortex and hippocampus), this hypothesis-driven analysis was conducted using the small volume correction (SVC) method, with the purpose of constraining the total number of voxels included in the analyses. Each region was circumscribed using the spatially normalized region-of-interest (ROI) masks that are available within the AAL SPM toolbox. ROI masks were used for each hemisphere, involving the prefrontal cortex (dorsomedial, dorsolateral and orbitofrontal portions), lateral temporal neocortex (superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri), and temporolimbic region (amygdala, hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus), respectively. Findings of these hypothesis-driven, SVC-based analyses were reported as significant if they survived family-wise error (FWE) correction for multiple comparisons (P \< 0.05) over the respective volume of interest. In all analyses, we converted MNI coordinates of voxels of maximal statistical significance to the Talairach and Tournoux coordinates ([@B27]).

Results
=======

The sum of intensity values of all voxels in the brain obtained from the segmented gray matter images had a mean value of 71,384.67 (SD = 7479.09) in the first MRI scans, and 71,634.71 (SD = 7781.08) in the second MRI scans (t = -1.03, d.f. = 51, P = 0.306). This indicated no overall volumetric alterations over time.

The SVC-based analyses comparing regional brain volumes between the two MRI data points are reported in [Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}, with covariance for inter-scanning interval. This analysis demonstrated the presence of two small foci of significant relative decrease of gray matter in some portions (P-FWE ≤ 0.05) of the brain structures where significant findings had been hypothesized *a priori* ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}), namely the right orbitofrontal portion of the frontal lobe ([Figure 1A](#f01){ref-type="fig"}) and the left hippocampus ([Figure 1B](#f01){ref-type="fig"}). No areas of relative volume increase over time were found. Also, contrary to the initial prediction of the study, no volume changes were observed in the neocortex of the temporal lobe ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}).

Figure 1.Clusters of significant relative decrease in the gray matter volume obtained from voxel-based morphometry analyses (paired *t*-tests were calculated comparing brain volume measurements between the first and second MRI scans, P \< 0.05, family-wise error-corrected for multiple comparisons). The right orbitofrontal portion of the frontal lobe (*A*) and the left hippocampus (*B*) are highlighted in yellow, overlaid on coronal slices spatially normalized into an approximation to the Talairach and Tournoux ([@B27]) stereotactic atlas. The analysis was controlled for differences between subjects in regard to the time interval between the two MRI acquisitions, entered as a covariate of interest. L = left; R = right.

Table 1.Hypothesis-driven search for significant gray matter volume changes during approximately 15 months in healthy individuals (N = 52).Brain regions (SVC)[a](#TFN01t01){ref-type="table-fn"}Direction of changes[b](#TFN02t01){ref-type="table-fn"}HemispherePeak Z-scores[c](#TFN03t01){ref-type="table-fn"}Talairach and Tournoux coordinates (peak voxels)Number of voxelsP \[FWE\][d](#TFN04t01){ref-type="table-fn"}xyzFrontal cortexNegativeRight3.68 (orbitofrontal)3042-162590.009Left\-\-\-\-\--Temporal cortex\-\-\-\-\-\-\--HippocampusNegativeRight\-\-\-\-\--Left3.13-32-380970.049[^1][^2][^3][^4]

The same overall pattern of results was obtained when the above VBM analyses were repeated including scanner site (1 or 2) as a nuisance covariate ([Table 2](#t02){ref-type="table"}), with relative gray matter reductions being detected again in the frontal lobe (right orbital frontal cortex) and left hippocampus.

Table 2.Hypothesis-driven search for significant gray matter volume changes including scanner site as confounding covariate during approximately 15 months in healthy individuals (N = 52).Brain regions (SVC)[a](#TFN01t01){ref-type="table-fn"}Direction of changes[b](#TFN02t01){ref-type="table-fn"}HemispherePeak Z-scores[c](#TFN03t01){ref-type="table-fn"}Talairach and Tournoux coordinates (peak voxels)Number of voxelsP \[FWE\][d](#TFN04t01){ref-type="table-fn"}xyzFrontal cortexNegativeRight3.70 (orbitofrontal)3042-162230.009Left\-\-\-\-\--Temporal cortex\-\-\-\-\-\-\--HippocampusNegativeRight\-\-\-\-\--Left3.11-30-382980.005[^5][^6][^7][^8]

When comparisons of brain volumes between the two MRI data points were carried out separately for females and males, the finding of a relative decrease in orbitofrontal gray matter retained significance in the male subgroup both for the right and left hemisphere, while the hippocampus showed no alterations in its gray matter volume over time either in males or females ([Table 3](#t03){ref-type="table"}).

Table 3.Hypothesis-driven search for significant gray matter volume changes during approximately 15 months in healthy men (N = 27).Brain regions (SVC)[a](#TFN01t01){ref-type="table-fn"}Direction of changes[b](#TFN02t01){ref-type="table-fn"}HemispherePeak Z-scores[c](#TFN03t01){ref-type="table-fn"}Talairach and Tournoux coordinates (peak voxels)Number of voxelsP \[FWE\][d](#TFN04t01){ref-type="table-fn"}xyzFrontal cortexNegativeRight3.29 (orbitofrontal)1646-161090.037Left3.46 (orbitofrontal)-1644-161160.021Temporal cortex\-\-\-\-\-\-\--Hippocampus\-\-\-\-\-\-\--[^9][^10][^11][^12]

Finally, due to the relatively large age range of the present sample, we conducted separate longitudinal analyses for the subgroups of individuals aged 18 to 30 years (N = 29), and for the subgroup older than 30 years (N = 23). These analyses showed no brain areas of relative volume decrease or increase in either of these two subgroups over time.

Discussion
==========

This longitudinal MRI study investigated the presence of gray matter volume loss over time in a sample of non-elderly healthy adults, with morphometric brain measurements separated by an average of approximately 15 months. Based on previous MRI studies of healthy aging, we selected three brain regions for our search for gray matter changes, and identified small foci of volume reductions in two of them, namely the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus. Although previous longitudinal MRI studies of healthy aging in non-elderly adults have reported negative results, several other such longitudinal investigations are consistent with the findings of the present study ([@B15]-[@B17],[@B19],[@B21]). Such previous longitudinal MRI studies have indicated that the frontal and temporal lobes are the sites of greater gray matter reductions over time in non-elderly adulthood ([@B16],[@B19]), followed by the hippocampal region ([@B15],[@B21]). Thus, in non-elderly healthy adults, subtle gray matter volume decrements are detectable even after short periods of time. This underscores the dynamic nature of gray matter changes in the brain during adult life, with regional volume reductions being detectable in brain regions that are relevant to cognitive and emotional processes over periods as short as approximately 1 year.

Rather than the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the orbitofrontal cortex was the prefrontal subregion in which significant gray matter relative volume reductions were detected in our sample of non-elderly adults. This is not entirely consistent with the findings of previous cross-sectional MRI investigations ([@B02]), including our own study, which was based on the baseline MRI measurements of the healthy population from which the current sample was drawn ([@B26]). Given that phylogenetically more recent brain regions would be expected to be the first to suffer with the process of brain aging ([@B13]), one would expect greater gray matter reductions in dorsolateral prefrontal regions than in the orbitofrontal cortex in association with non-elderly adult aging. It is possible that significant gray matter losses in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex are either absent over a short period of adult life such as a single year or too subtle to be detectable with VBM methods such as those used herein.

One interesting aspect of our study concerns the differences in aging-related gray matter changes between genders, with frontal cortical volume decrement being detected in males but not in females. Gender-related differences have been demonstrated in a number of cross-sectional ([@B03],[@B28]) and longitudinal ([@B16],[@B17]) MRI studies of healthy aging, involving the frontal cortex and other brain regions. Among the factors that could possibly explain the differential regional brain vulnerability to normal aging between males and females, the influence of sex hormones has raised particular interest ([@B29],[@B30]). Several studies have indicated that sex hormones, most specifically the female estrogens, may play a role in the maintenance of neocortical structural and functional integrity over adult life ([@B31]-[@B33]).

Our results regarding the hippocampus are consistent with the findings of previous longitudinal MRI investigations of healthy subjects followed up over longer periods of adult life ([@B19],[@B30]-[@B32]). These results add evidence refuting the notion that gray matter reductions in this brain region occur only in elderly life or in association with pathological neurodegenerative processes, such as those that characterize Alzheimer\'s disease ([@B03],[@B04],[@B34]). Thus, our results, added to previous literature findings, reinforce the notion that the hippocampus is not spared in normal aging, indicating that this brain structure may undergo significant reductions in gray matter volume even within short periods of non-elderly life ([@B35]).

The above hippocampal findings from a within-group longitudinal comparison contrast with the results of a number of cross-sectional MRI studies, which have reported no direct correlations between age and hippocampal gray matter volumes in healthy adults ([@B05],[@B14]). Indeed, in our own cross-sectional investigation of age-related gray matter changes ([@B26]), there were inverse rather than direct correlations between hippocampal gray matter volumes and age, thus suggesting volume preservation of this brain region during non-elderly adult life ([@B26]). Such distinct findings indicate that different information can be obtained in MRI studies of healthy aging when either cross-sectional or longitudinal experimental designs are used. This highlights the importance of complementing these two experimental views with each other, in order to afford a greater understanding of the processes that characterize the effects of aging on healthy brains.

The age range of the subjects included in the current study (18 to 50 years) was relatively wide. Therefore, it is difficult to ascertain whether the gray matter decline detected herein is predominantly related to maturational or age-related degenerative processes, which are likely to occur at different degrees across separate stages of life within this wide age range. The brain volumetric changes reported herein probably reflect loss of dendrites and shrinkage of neurons ([@B36]). Maturational, synaptic pruning changes may contribute to the thinning of the cerebral cortex in subjects of younger age ([@B12]).

Age-related microstructural changes over time, whether maturational or degenerative, are also likely to differ across distinct regions of the brain in different stages of adult life. We attempted to deal with the problem of the wide age range of our sample by conducting separate analyses for the subgroup of individuals aged 18 to 30 years and for the subgroup older than 30 years. However, such separate analyses revealed no areas of relative increase or decrease of gray matter in either subgroup. Such negative results are likely to be due to insufficient power of our study, given the relatively modest number of subjects in each of those two age subgroups. Further MRI studies with larger samples are needed in order to verify whether the regional gray matter decline reported herein is present uniformly over the three decades spanned by our study, or varies both in degree and regional specificity across different stages of non-elderly adult life.

An additional aspect of our study that deserves mentioning is the lateralization of the main results (right orbitofrontal cortex and left hippocampus). Lateralized findings have often been reported in previous MRI studies of healthy aging ([@B04],[@B10]). The human brain is known to be asymmetric, and between-hemisphere gray matter differences are thought to be relevant to support higher-order cognitive functions ([@B37]). Findings of lateralized gray matter decrements over time may be relevant to the subtle cognitive decline often associated with healthy aging in humans.

Limitations
-----------

The results of the current study should be interpreted with caution due to its several limitations. These include the wide age range of the subjects investigated as well as the variable interval between the two MRI acquisitions. We have controlled our comparisons for such influences, but the high variability of these variables may have obscured the detection of further significant findings. It is therefore plausible that other foci of gray matter reductions from the first to the second MRI acquisition might have been detected in a sample with a more homogeneous age range and less variable interscan intervals. Another important limitation of our study is that we combined imaging data acquired using two different MRI scanners. However, the two scanners and acquisition protocols were identical, and we obtained very high inter-equipment reliability indices for the neocortical and limbic regions that were the main focus of the investigation. Additionally, the inclusion of scanner site as a covariate did not alter the results of the VBM analyses. It should also be noted that even when a single MRI scanner is used in longitudinal studies, issues of gradient non-linearity and other distortions may influence the detection of any real structural brain changes occurring within short periods of time in the healthy population.

Limitations of the VBM methodology should also be highlighted, including the risk of systematic registration errors during spatial normalization ([@B38]) and segmentation biases in brain areas where tissue contrast is poorly defined in MRI scans ([@B39]). Moreover, it should be noted that newer versions of the SPM package than the one employed herein have been released in the past few years (SPM5 and SPM8). Although we have incorporated the latest SPM versions in recent VBM studies by our group, we believe that caution should be exercised when considering their use for longitudinal VBM investigations of aging-related gray matter changes, as attempts to validate these novel SPM versions for longitudinal VBM studies have only very recently started to appear in the literature. Finally, although the current VBM protocol has been often employed in longitudinal MRI studies of neuropsychiatric disorders, it should be acknowledged that its use of low frequency basis functions during spatial normalization may reduce sensitivity in detecting subtle gray matter differences as expected in longitudinal investigations. Methods that afford such gain in sensitivity for longitudinal MRI studies include the techniques of deformation-based morphometry and tensor-based morphometry. Therefore, replication of the current findings with such methods is warranted.
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[^1]: Each region was circumscribed using the small volume correction (SVC) approach, with anatomically defined volume-of-interest masks.

[^2]: Negative changes indicate gray matter losses greater than the overall degree of gray matter decrement in the brain, including the time interval between the two scans as a covariate of interest.

[^3]: Z-score for the voxel of peak statistical significance within each volume of interest (name of the corresponding anatomical brain structure in parentheses).

[^4]: Family-wise error (FWE) correction for multiple comparisons at the level of individual voxels within the respective volume of interest.

[^5]: Each region was circumscribed using the small volume correction (SVC) approach, with anatomically defined volume-of-interest masks.

[^6]: Negative changes indicate gray matter losses greater than the overall degree of gray matter decrement in the brain, including the time interval between the two scans as a covariate of interest.

[^7]: Z-score for the voxel of peak statistical significance within each volume of interest (name of the corresponding anatomical brain structure in parentheses).

[^8]: Family-wise error (FWE) correction for multiple comparisons at the level of individual voxels within the respective volume of interest.

[^9]: Each region was circumscribed using the small volume correction (SVC) approach, with anatomically defined volume-of-interest masks.

[^10]: Negative changes indicate gray matter losses greater than the overall degree of gray matter decrement in the brain, including the time interval between the two scans as a covariate of interest.

[^11]: Z-score for the voxel of peak statistical significance within each volume of interest (name of the corresponding anatomical brain structure in parentheses).

[^12]: Family-wise error (FWE) correction for multiple comparisons at the level of individual voxels within the respective volume of interest.
